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INTRODUCTION 

1. Reason to choose the thesis  

1.1. In recent years, in the context of economic and social 

development of the country, with the trend of returning to our roots to 

preserve the national cultural identity, many forms of beliefs are being 

restored and increasingly developed namely worshiping ancestors, 

worshiping the tutelary god, worshiping Mother... Among them, the belief 

of worshiping national heroes is a special cultural phenomenon – the typical 

cultural tradition of the Vietnamese, compatible with the patriotic tradition 

and the custom of remembering the source when drink ing water”. With the 

concept of a great general alive, a god dead," heroes have been iconized, 

deitified, respected and worshipped with admiration and gratitude. 

Therefore, learning about the role, movement and transformation of this 

cultural phenomenon in today's life is a necessary and meaningful activity. 

1.2. Along with many heroic heroes, Ly Nam De is worshiped in many 

places as a national hero, a village tutelary god, a deity who has a certain 

place in the spiritual life of the Northern  delta residents. While Ly Nam De  

as a general in history, has been  historically focused and studied by 

historians, Ly Nam De, as a  saint with many legendary characteristics in 

the community life has not been thoroughly studied. The study field is 

almost empty. Previous researches did not fully reflect this religious 

practice but recognized it as a single cultural phenomenon. It is therefore 

very necessary to have a systematic and comprehensive study of the 

worship of Ly Nam De, as well as the role, movement, transformation of 

this cultural phenomenon over time in relation to natural, social and 

economic environment of the land it is hosted and the role of local people in 

the preservaton and development of religious cultural values.  

1.3. The study of Ly Nam De and the influence of Ly Nam De 

worshiping in the cultural life of the Vietnamese in the North is a subject 

that the author  has been concerned about for many years. While many 

issues haven‟t been discussed before, another study on this field will  clarify 
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the image of the national hero Ly Nam De through the folklore documents 

(legends, divine ...) and the life of characters in the people‟s spiritual life 

(festivals, traditions ...). 

2. Research purpose and mission 

2.1. Research purpose 

The purpose of the thesis is to study the role of Ly Nam De worshiping 

(or Ly Nam De worship belief) in cultural life of Northern Delta residents; to 

view  movement trends and changes of Ly Nam De worshiping in 

contemporary life; to put foward issues of preserving and developing 

historical and cultural values of  Ly Nam De worshipin current society. 

With that purpose, the thesis raises following questions: 

The first, what is the role of Ly Nam De worship belief in cultural life of 

Northern Delta residents in the past and in the present? 

The second, how has Ly Nam De worship belief changed in the current 

setting of the society?  

2.2. Research missions 

- Overview of the documents related to the thesis, study the theoretical 

basis and define the research theory as the basis for the dissertation 

contents. 

-  Recognize the worship of Ly Nam De in the delta through the 

elements of legends /myths, relics and festivals. 

-  Analyze, clarify the position, role and influence of Ly Nam De in the 

cultural life of the inhabitants of the delta. 

-  Discuss and acknowledge the worship of Ly Nam De in 

contemporary life in terms of: factors influencing the worshiping of Ly 

Nam De; The tendency for movement and transformation of the 

worshipping; explain tentatively the socio-historical basis for the formation, 

existence and development of Ly Nam De worshiping and the worshiping 

of other national heroes; pose problems to preserve and promote the cultural 

and historical value of this belief. 
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3. Research object and scope 

3.1. Research object: 

The thesis object is the worshiping of Ly Nam De and the role of Ly 

Nam De worshiping in the cultural life of Northern delta residents. When 

approaching the object research, the author does not focus on the aspect of 

Ly Nam De as a historical figure but as a saint worshiped in folk minds 

attached to the legends/myths - relics - festivals and worshiping belief. 

3.2. Research scope 

* Spatial scope: The research studies the object in the whole Northern 

delta, focusing on two areas: Hanoi and Thai Binh, expanding the survey 

and exploring some other areas Vinh Phuc, Phu Tho, Thai Nguyen ...  

* Time Scope: The research studies the role of Ly Nam De worshiping 

from the past until now, and focuses more on the period after 1986 in the 

context when the policies of the government on cultural, religious and 

religious beliefs underwent  changes under the influence of urbanization, 

and the economic integration of the country in view of the tendency for 

movement and changes of the belief. 

4. Research approaches and methods 

4.1. From specializational aspect, the research approaches the object 

from culture studies‟ point of view in relation with ethnology, psychology, 

folk songs, sociology...to have a comprehensive view. 

4.2. In terms of specific methods, the thesis uses some following key 

methods: secondary documents synthesis and analysis, observation, indepth 

interviews, questionaires, analysis,  explaination and comparison 

5. Thesis findings and contributions 

5.1. The thesis applies theoretical backgrounds on cultural life and 

literature to do the systematic and comprehensive research on Ly Nam De 

worship belief in the community‟s cultural life. 

5.2. With practical research findings, from literature and documents 

such as legends, myths, literature carved on stones, parallel sentences, 
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materialistic traces of worshiping system like temples, communal houses...to 

daily worshiping practices, the worshiping on the first and the fifteenth days 

of lunar months as well as annual festival, the thesis affirms that there is a 

phenomenon – Ly Nam De worship belief in cultural life of Northern Delta 

residents, which is mainly found in  Red river delta provinces such as Hanoi, 

Thai Binh and sporadically in the northern delta provinces, namely Thai 

Nguyen, Phu Tho and Vinh Phuc, ... 

 5.3. Thesis findings show that Ly Nam De worship belief has a certain 

role in cultural life of people in the Northern Delta: meeting the spiritual 

need; promoting cultural activities (creating and enjoying culture, preserving  

and developing cultural values; educating and disseminating culture; bonding 

the community); forming tangible and intangible cultural products.. 

5.4. On the basis of analyzing changes in government‟s policies on 

culture, regilions, beliefs, economy, society and culture, the thesis views the 

trend of movement and transformation of Ly Nam De worship belief and 

tentatively explains the culture, society and history backgrounds of the 

formation, existence and development of Ly Nam De worship belief. On that 

basis, the thesis poses issues of preservation and development of cultural and 

historical values of Ly Nam De in particular and other heroes worshiping 

rituals in general. 

6. Thesis structure 

Apart from introduction, conclusion, appendix and references, the 

thesis contents are presented in 4 chapters: 

Chapter 1: Literature review, theoretical foundations, and overview of 

the research spatial scope 

Chapter 2: Ly Nam De worship belief from legends, myths to relics 

and festivals  

Chapter 3: The role of Ly Nam De worship belief in cultural life of 

Northern Delta residents  

Chapter 4: Ly Nam De worship trends in current setting and arised 

problems 
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Chapter 1 

LITERATURE REVIEW, THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND 

OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH LOCATION 

 

1.1. Literature review 

1.1.1. Researches on Ly Nam De 

1.1.1.1. Written researches on Ly Nam De‟s life and career from 

historical perspective 

• Vietnamese written researches on Ly Nam De‟s life and career 

In both ancient written documents to modern researches of historians in 

the 20th century and now, information about Ly Bi is clearly recorded such as 

name, native place, origin, the whole revolution against Luong dynasty. Such 

documents are quite consistent in recognizing his great contribution to Pre Ly 

dynasty in particilar and to the country in general. Some can be named as: 

Vietnam‟s dynasties, Vietnam‟s history, Overview of Vietnam‟s history, 

Great book on Vietnam‟s history , The Imperially Ordered Annotated Text 

Completely Reflecting the History of Viet, Việt sử cương mục tiết yếu …In 

the last five decades, there have been many scientific works and articles on 

Ly Bi‟s life, career as well as Pre-Ly dynasty. Namely, Dao Duy Anh: 

Vietnam‟s history, Tran Quoc Vuong, Ha Van Tan …:History of Vietnam‟s 

feudalism, Do Duc Hung: About Ly Bi‟s insurection, Truong Huu Quynh: 

Overview of Vietnam‟s history… 

• Ancient Chinese written researches on Ly Nam De‟s life and career 

 In Chinese history books there are also records of him and the 

insurrection led by him. In some articles of researchers on Vietnam there is 

a comparative comparison between the history of Vietnam and China when 

writing about Ly Nam De: “Ancient Chinese books on Ly Bi and the 

insurection led by him”, by Nguyen Huu Tam,  “Some diferences betwen 

Vietnamese and Chinese historians when writing about Ly Nam De” by Ta 

Ngoc Lien 
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1.1.1.2. Researches on system of relics, legends, Ly Nam De worship 

belief  

Researches on system of relics, legends, Ly Nam De worshiping 

rituals are not many, simply describing relics and festivals in some places. 

Some works can be named as: “A contibution to study a Vietnamese: Ly 

Phuc Man”, (Nguyen Văn Huyen), God, man and the Vietnamese land  (Ta 

Chi Dai Truong); legends on Ly Nam De: Vietnam‟s legends, Legends on 

patiotic heroes and location legends, Vietnamese‟s folklores … Some 

works list, compile and describe relics/festivals related to Ly Nam De 

worship belief  are Traditional festival in Ha Tay , Ha Tay relics ,  Thai 

Binh chorography , Hoai Duc – the land of folklores … Some works  on Ly 

Nam De „s influence on people‟s spiritual lives are Thesis“Giang Xá 

commune festivals (Troi town- Hoai Duc district – Ha Tay 

Province)”“Survey on legends on Ly Bi in Hoai Duc, (Ha Tay)‟‟, “The Ly 

Nam De worshiping in Giang Xa village, Hoai Duc district, Hanoi”.In reent 

years, some workshops were held by historians, scientists and culturists 

“Some issues on Pre-Ly dynasty and Ly Nam De‟s native place” (2013) 

and  “Ly Nam De and his military camp in Khuat Lao, Van Luong 

commune, Tam Nong district, Phu Tho province” (2013) 

1.1.2. Researches on the worship of gods and cultural heroes of the 

Vietnamese 

The worship of the gods and cultural heroes of the Vietnamese is a 

subject that many researchers are interested in, from different perspectives: 

folklore, culture, anthropology, ethnography. Some works can be named as: 

National heroes worship belief and the education of patiotism tradition for 

Hanoi‟s youth (2002), Chu Dong Tu worship in Red River Downstream in the 

movement of religious culture phenomenon (2006), Hai Ba Trung worship 

belief in Northern Delta (2008), Cultural national heroes in folks about Van 

Lang – Au Lac (2016), Khong Lo Saint in cultural life of Northern coastal 

residents (2012)... 
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1.1.3. Issues that the thesis inherits and poses 

Researches on Ly Nam De provide the author valuable information 

when researching this topic, especially the lands associated with life, his 

career. They are important instructions for the author when conducting 

fieldwork and surveys. The studies of the worship of gods and cultural 

heroes at various angles have guided the author towards the subject of 

research. With each subject, in this aspect or other aspects, the previous 

authors mentioned the necessary issues related to the topic of the thesis. 

However, prior researches do not fully reflect this religious ritual, but 

recognize it as a separate cultural phenomenon. Thus, it is very necessary to 

have a systematic and comprehensive study of the influence of Ly Nam De 

worshiping on the community culture, the role as well as the process of 

movement and transformation of this cultural phenomenon 

1.2. Theoretical background 

1.2.1. Definitions and concepts related to the thesis subject 

1.2.2. The definition of “cultural life” 

1.2.2.1. “Cultural life” 

In the research scope, the author agrees with the definition of other 

researches with some supplementary nuances: Cultural life is an integral part 

of social life, which encompasses the whole of human activities in the 

environment, including activities such as creativity and enjoyment, 

preservation and conservation, education and dissemination, meeting and 

bonding ... which form material spiritual cultural products to meet the needs of 

human culture, towards the comprehensive development and good values 

The cultural life considered here is mainly the spiritual life, namely the 

cultural life of the faith where religious activities take place such as the 

construction of worship relics, the worship of supernatural forces, the 

practice of rituals, rituals of worship... to share information, knowledge, 

spiritual experiences, help people be comforted, motivated, protected, 

motivated ... 
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1.2.2.2. “Cultural life” structure. 

With the research topic of the thesis, the author views on the structure 

of "cultural life" by Hoang Vinh, Nguyen Thi Phuong Lan, including: 

cultural people, cultural needs, cultural activities and cultural products 

which interplay in the cultural environment  

 

Cultural life structure 

1.2.3. Research theory 

In order to clarify the research subject, the thesis applies the structural-

functional theory of scholars Borislav Malinowski, Emile Durkheim, 

Radcliffe-Brown ... to explain and clarify the problems. From the views of 

structural theoreticians applied in the research topic, the author finds that 

this is a belief in the historical figure worship - the hero of the Ly Nam De. 

It is composed of basic elements: legends / myths - relics - festivals. These 

elements are interrelated and governed by each other, around the worshiper. 

Each element has certain functions. 

The thesis utilizes the theory of scholar Bronron Malinowski, 

Radcliffe-Brown to analyze the role and influence of Ly Nam De in cultural 

life with basic functions: meeting the spiritual needs of the community; 
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creativity, enjoyment and reproduction of cultural values; preserving and 

preserving cultural values; cultural dissemination; behavioral orientation, 

education and cultural transmission; Exchange and community engagement 

... These functions will be recognized in terms of cultural life. 

1.3. Cultual space of the Northern Delta and Ly Nam De worship 

belief 

 The Northern delta is home to many relics of Ly Nam De worship. 

The number of worship sites is distributed in many places, mainly in the 

Red River Delta, in the provinces of Hanoi and Thai Binh and scattered in 

the northern delta provinces such as Thai Nguyen, Phu Tho, Vinh Phuc 

with nearly 46 worship sites. The relics of Ly Nam De are now established 

and maintained by local people in places associated with historical events in 

his life (place of birth, place of death) and attached to the area of the events 

– his insurrection war, according to the Vietnamese tradition of 

"remembering the source when drinking water”. 

 Through the field research on the monuments of Ly Nam De 

worshiping, the author also finds that the distribution of worship 

monuments spread along the system of rivers such as Red River, Day River, 

Tra Ly River ... The author believes that it is the Oriental feng shui 

consciousness as well as the history of the wars on the river left many traces 

of Ly Nam De worship along the villages. 

Summary 

For the purpose of establishing a theoretical foundation as a basis for 

research, in Chapter 1, the author focuses on the overall situation of the 

research as well as the theoretical and general background of the study area. 

To clarify the research subject, the author clarifies the connotation of some 

concepts: beliefs, Ly Nam De worship belief, cultural life, cultural life 

belief; identify the constituents of cultural life that underly the issues that 

will be presented in the thesis; explore the cultural space of the delta region 

to explain and clarify the formation and creation of cultural values in the 
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worship of Ly Nam De. The thesis applies structural-functional theory to 

have a more in-depth and comprehensive view of a unique cultural 

phenomenon in the spiritual life of the North Delta residents. 

 

Chapter 2 

THE WORSHIP OF LY NAM DE FROM LEGENDS/MYTHS TO 

RELICS AND FESTIVALS 

 

2.1. Legends/myths about Ly Nam De 

2.1.1. Ly Nam De from history to folklores: the mythification process 

of the worship subject 

 Most of the legend of Ly Nam De is a combination of historical 

elements with legendary elements. In particular, in order to "mythify"him,  

the people used many details as "debris of myths" to increase the "god" factor 

to create the extraordinary and  supernatural for him: the miracle conception , 

miracle birth, miracle death ... In general, the greatest characteristic of the 

legend of Ly Nam De is the inspiration for the community's honor: the 

aspiration, love for ational heroes, beliefs about the character worshiped. 

Through this, in order to satisfy the psychological and spiritual needs of the 

community and at the same time direct attention to the spiritual life, which 

creates a great attraction and widespread effect to the whole community. 

What is written in history and folklore complement each other to promote the 

inspiration of the god and the depth of the holy that this character created in 

the folk consciousness. 

2.1.2.Similarities and differences in legends/myths on Ly Nam De in 

worship sites  

 Lgends/myths in Hanoi focus on signs of the fact that Lý Bí will 

become a  king. Especially they place him in the match with the special gods 

of the people, or borrow, assemble elements from the legend of King Ly Thai 

To to assert the authority and the  super talents of a to be great man. 
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 The legends/ myths  in Thai Binh are told in a rough, simple way, with 

the cultural mark of a newly cleared land, the lowland plain with wet rice 

farming.he craftsmanship of silk weaving from the gentle and humble 

farmers with the desire for a full and happy life. Therefore, Ly Nam De in the 

mind of the Thai Binh is friendly, close, simple as the hero who helped them 

explore  the new land, set up the village, help them face the difficult life and 

later help the fight against foreign invaders . 

2.2. Ly Nam De worship sites system  

2.2.1.Types of worship sites 

At present, Ly Nam De is worshiped by Vietnamese people in different 

types of relics, mainly in communal houses, shrines, temples and some 

pagodas bearing his vestiges. They are tangible culture relics that were 

created by the people to honor the status of a King and satisfy their spiritual 

needs. Most architectures share common things while having their own 

unique features. 

2.2.2.Shrine position 

 At most worship site, Ly Nam De is worshiped in the harem - the most 

sacred and sacred place. He can be worshiped in a seperate place  or 

worshiped with other gods: his generals, relatives, kinsmen and local spirits. 

The difference in the throne of the shrine shows the role and position of the 

worship subject, reflecting the principal / secondary throne of the gods, 

showing the characteristics and  changes of the worship sites  in the locality. 

2.3. Ly Nam De worship festival 

2.3.1. Worship calendar and rituals 

2.3.1.1. Worship calendar: Often associated with the vestiges related to 

his life and career: birth, death, inssurection day, throne day – the day 

establishing Van Xuan. Festival time in places worshiping Ly Nam De 

relatively uniform according to the facts recorded in history. 

2.3.1.2.Worship ritual 

Lý Nam Đế was the first king in history, honored by the people as the 

"emperor", so worshiping ceremony is arranged in a formal, solemn and 
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sacred manner. Worship rituals are scheduled in the festivals: the opening of 

the communal house, the door of the temple; Water procession, lotus 

ceremony, leprosy ceremony; Ceremony; The procession of the day, the 

sacrifice and the performances, folk games and  idolatry. The ritual sacrifices 

are made respectful, worship rituals are conducted in accordance with the 

worship of a god – a national hero of the North with strict rules and standards 

(sacrifices, gifts, festival participants ...) to pray for his blessings for the 

community happiness and prosperity. One particular thing is that when 

sacrificing or worshiping King Ly Nam De, the common people have to 

worship the fifth feast because this is the emperor, so everyone must honor. 

In general, most villages in the North, Ly Nam De worship rituals are quite 

similar but no big difference. The difference only takes place in some small 

details associated with local vestiges that Ly Nam De left. 

2.3.2. Some typical Ly Nam De worship festivals  

 It can be seen that the worshiping of Ly Nam De is a combination of 

historical ceremonies (associated with the goddess, legends, backgrounds, 

career of the national hero) and agricultural festivals (festivals time, folk 

games, rituals and prayers). The worshiping ceremonies of Ly Nam De are 

performed in a solemn , respectful way, the most concentrated emotion and 

admiration of the people for him. In the villages of Ly Nam De worship, 

depending on economic conditions, land characteristics and wishes of the 

people, the festivals are held on certain scale and forms. Typicaly, Giang 

Xa village festival, Mieu Nha village festival, Ngoc Than village festival 

(Hanoi); Village festival in Thuong Ho, Co Trai communal house festival, 

Hai Thon shrine festival (Thai Binh), some festivals in Thai Nguyen, Vinh 

Phuc, Phu Tho .. 

Summary 

With the evidence of the  recorded legends/myths , compiled and 

handed down folk, worship relics and festivals, the author finds that there is 

a phenomenon of Ly Nam De worshiping belief existing in a popular and 
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objective manner in the cultural life of the residents of the Northern delta 

through legends handed downby generations and the existence of worship 

sites in many places in the delta. He iscworshiped by Vietnamese people in 

different types of relics, mainly in communal houses, temples and shrines 

and some pagodas bearing his vestiges. In each of these relics he can be 

worshiped in a seperated place or worshiped with local deities. The 

existence of Ly Nam De worship sites in the delta of the North reveals that 

there exists the space of Ly Nam De worship. 

To commemorate and honor the merits of King Ly Nam De, the 

people of the Northern delta continue to maintain and organize festivals 

every year. Ly Nam De worship festivals carriy the unique cultural 

values, expressing the spirit of community solidarity, the principle of 

remembering the source when drinking water, the culture creativity and 

enjoyment of the people. 

 

Chapter 3 

THE ROLES OF LY NAM DE WORSHIP IN CUTURAL LIFE OF 

NORTHERN DELTA RESIDENTS 

 

3.1. The roles of Ly Nam De worship with worshippers and culture 

needs 

3.1.1. Community consciouness and belief in Ly Nam De  

 According to author‟s  survey results, residents of the surveyed 

villages recalled Ly Nam De's name, background and great contributions to 

the country's history. The worship of Ly Nam De in ancient life and now, 

apart from the meaning of memorial and honor, also stems from the 

spiritual belief of the people about him. This is evidenced the increasing 

number of people coming to worship at Ly Nam De worship sites and, 

especially festivals; diversed worshippers; his faith and inspiration and 

especially Ly Nam De has met the needs and aspirations of the community. 
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3.1.2. Ly Nam De worship is to meet spiritual needs of Northern delta 

residents  

It can be seen that, like many other gods, Ly Nam De has influenced 

spiritual life so that  people are satisfied with their subjective needs to meet the 

requirements of thought, emotion, morality and lifestyle. The interview 

materials as well as the results of the sociological survey have shown that 

people come to pray at the monuments worshiping Ly Nam De for a variety of 

purposes, in which the desire of the community focuses on health, peace, 

fortune, family‟s happiness; promotion; peace, repentance, release, hopes to 

escape from the shortcomings in life. People come to him for a support, an 

anchorage of faith, an effective psychological solution, seeking peace after all 

the chaos of life.  

3.1.3. Ly Nam De worship affects individual’s life and adjusts 

individual’s behaviours. 

Just as the gods worshiped in the spiritual life, with admiration, devotion 

to the holiness of Ly Nam De, the inhabitants of the Northern delta have 

created a system of norms, values in ceremonial rites and in everyday life, in 

the family and in society. The adherence to the principles and norms expresses 

the faith in the sacredness of the saints . Such principles and norms are also the 

commandments that help people adjust their behaviors, to live in harmony with 

the good ethnic norms set by their forefathers. 

3.1.4. Ly Nam De worship helps people assert their competency and 

qualities and complete oneself 

Ly Nam De worship helps people be aware of personal resonsibilities 

and have positive behaviours and way of life. That they take part in holy 

matters is a chance they assert their qualities and competency as well as to 

perfect themselves in the community. 

3.2. Ly Nam De worship roles in cultural activities 

3.2.1. Cultural products creation and enjoyrment activities 

On the basis of worshiping and worshiping Ly Nam De, the people of 

the worshiped areas have long been creative and "reproducible" (according 
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to Radcliffe - Brown) cultural values. These are legendary stories, myths, 

narratives, poems, and articles; the sacred stories of the temple, the help of 

the god, the divine action are recounted. The relics of Ly Nam De were 

built by the people to become a place of spiritual and cultural activities of 

the community (religious function), where recreational activities (cultural 

functions) take place to meet cultural needs of the residents. In order to 

convey the belief to the Holy Saint – Ly Nam De , the community create a 

system of ceremonies, rituals, games, folk performances, and the like ... to 

commemorate and honor him- the national hero to promote good cultural 

values of history, morality and society. On the basis of these creations, 

people can perform spiritual rituals in a respectful manner: burn incense, 

worship, pray, participate in festivals ... to pray for good things for family, 

relatives and the community.  

 In today's life, with changes of the society, the people of the 

villages worshiping Ly Nam De still constantly create, change, add, enrich 

the new elements, remove the backward elements which are not suitable for 

contemporary life so that Ly Nam De lives forever in the cultural life of the 

community. 

3.2.2. Preservation and conservation of cultural values activities 

First of all, it is the preservation of physical manifestation through the 

system of worship sites in many places. The existence of worship sites, the 

process of preserving, upgrading and restoring relics through thousands of 

years of history, overcoming many ups and downs to this day is a testament 

to the continuous effort of people over a long time.  

 Secondly, with a sense of preserving the cultural values of his father, 

the community has always been the archivist, preserving the ancient rules 

relating to the rites and rules of local people's festivals.  

Thirdly, it is the retention through periodic, direct spiritual activities: 

annual festivals and spiritual cultural activities, folk games, games at 

worship sites. 
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3.3.3.Educational and cultural dissemination activities  

Today's generations, through various activities, have been actively 

contributing to the preservation and handing down of the values of their 

forefathers. The history lessons of Ly Bi and his insurrection against Luong 

dynasty are always present in the pages that are studied at the school and 

outside the school. In fact, they are aslo reproduced lively in documentary 

films, historical cartoons of Vietnam. Participating in festivals of the 

village, local people not only preserve, honor and transmit the cultural 

values of Ly Nam De worship but also continue to propagate those cultural 

values via the worship introduction, propaganda and broadcasting in the 

mass media. 

3.3.4. Community exchanges and bonding activities  

The worship of Ly Nam De in the Nothern villages now plays an 

important role in connecting the community and creating an environment of 

exchanges and resonance among the people in a village community and with 

surrounding villages. Through the common cultural activities, villagers become 

closer, the village affinity is tighter. The festival is also an opportunity for 

families to invite their relatives, friends and relatives to strengthen their 

relationship. At present, the participation of Ly Nam De worship festivals is not 

only narrowed in the village but is increasingly open to the outside. Especially, 

in recent years, the villages of Ly Nam De worship have close relationship with 

each other, namely villages among Vu Thu (Thai Binh); Giang Xa (Hanoi) and 

Co Phap (Thai Nguyen); Mieu Nha and Ngoc Mach (Hanoi)... 

3.3. Ly Nam De worship roles and cultural products 

3.3.1. Ly Nam De worship forms tangile cultural products 

.From the belief in the holiness of Ly Nam De and with the purpose of 

creating  a real space with Ly Nam De‟s presence, people have created the 

relics of worship  of different types to express  different aspects of the worship 

subject (as  mentioned in chapter 2). Especially,  in these monuments, Ly Nam 

De is present  in various forms of expression: the statue, the throne (Co Trai 
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temple, Giang Xa temple, the temple of the king in Thai Nguyen), tablets, Hats 

and other sacred objects related to King Ly Nam De (Giang Xa communal 

house, Di Trach temple, Mieu Nha communal house, Ngoc Than communal 

house, Ca Dong communal house) ... Each relic is a living museum with 

various worshiping objects: horizontal, parallel sentences, the order, the three 

bowls, temples, tablets, King‟s palanquin, eight pole palanquin, cathartique, 

incense, bronze bowl, incense stick ... It can be said that the existence of 

monuments worshiping Ly Nam De in the cultural life of the inhabitants of the 

delta region in addition to spiritual significance it also contributes to create 

cultural space andl landscape for Vietnamese villages.  

3.3.2. Ly Nam De worship forms intangible cultural products 

 *The legends / myths of Ly Nam De: including writen and oral 

legends and legendary landmark with the inspiration of the community: the 

aspiration, the love for the national hero, belief in the character worshiped. 

 * Stele, verse, epic, anonymous and non anonymous works: In memory 

of Ly Nam De, people have composed and handed down many proverbs, folk 

songs, Literature, writings, anonymous and non anonymous works 

 * Demonstration, folk games: On the common inspiration to honor 

and commemorate the feat of King Ly Nam De, at various worshiping 

temples in Ly Nam De, people have created folk games with a variety of 

traditional games such as wrestling, chess, rice cooking, boat racing ... Folk 

games in the Ly Nam De worship festival on the one hand associate with 

the realities of agricultural life on the other hand simulate, reconstruct the 

king's health training for soldiers, the villagers prepare food for the army to 

fight the enemy in the past. All have contributed to create a fun atmosphere 

for festivals, gathering strengths and uniting the community with many  

profound.human values  

Summary 

Through the survey results with qualitative data combined with in-

depth interviews, the author has helped to objectively and comprehensively 
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evaluate the role and influence of Ly Nam De. It can be seen that, in the 

cultural life from ancient to now Ly Nam De is always honored  and 

worshipped by the community not only because He is a national hero but 

also because he became a god / holy spirit. This is to meet the spiritual 

needs of the inhabitants of the delta; Impact on personal life itself, regulate 

the behavior of individuals; Help people to confirm quality, capacity and 

improve themselves. On the other hand, the worship of Ly Nam De has 

promoted the cultural activities of local people: creative activity and 

enjoyment; Conservation and conservation; Educational activities and 

cultural dissemination, exchange and community cohesion. On that basis, 

people in villages have produced tangible and intangible cultural products. 

Cultural products that have existed in the cultural life from the past are the 

result of the creative process of the community, on the one hand meeting 

the spiritual needs on the other hand conveying and expressing the honor to 

him, they also demonstrate their heart with its predecessor who first 

establishe the country. 

 

Chapter 4 

LY NAM DE WORSHIP TRENDS IN CURRENT SETTING AND 

ARISED PROBLEMS 

 

4.1. Factors affecting Ly Nam De worship in the current setting 

4.1.1. Changes in guidelines, policies on culture, religions and belief 

in Vietnam  

4.1.1.1.Cultural policies on traditional culture recovery 

 Along with the spirit of innovating thinking in building and developing 

the national economy, cultural development is considered as a task co-

operating with socio-economic development. This is reflected through 

directives, resolutions and documents at congresses with specific and clear 

cultural policy: the 5th Central Resolution of (8th Congress), the task of 
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building the Vietnamese culture to be a  a national identity is both an objective 

and a motive force for promoting the socio-economic development was raised 

at the Ninth Party Congress (2001), and through the tenth Congress (2006) anf 

the 11th Congress (2011). It emphasizes that culture must be more closely 

linked to socio-economic development, making culture penetrate all areas of 

social life; Build and improve the value and personality of the Vietnamese 

people; To protect and promote the national cultural identity in the period of 

industrialization and modernization, international economic integration ... All 

these things have created an active movement in cultural activities of 

localities, including villages worshiping Ly Nam De. 

4.1.1.2.Policies on religion, belief in doimoi period 

 After the Doi moi (1986), the Party and State have made changes in 

their thinking, theories and policies with new perspectives on religious 

beliefs: people have to follow or not follow a religion which has been 

exsiting for a long time and is the need of a part of the people, with cultural 

and ethical values. Such view and policies are well written shown in legal 

documents: Resolution No. 24-NQ / TW dated 16/10/1990 of the Politburo 

Politics, the 6th Congress, Directive 37 - CT / TW dated July 2, 1998 of the 

Politburo religion in the new situation, Resolution 25 (12/3/2003), and 

especially the Ordinance on Belief and Religion (July 2004), Decree 22 / 

CP issued by the Government on March 1, 2005 all of which have created a 

major innovation in the policies on religions  in our country for decades. 

4.1.2. Socio and cultural changes  

It can be seen that the urbanization  process has brought many changes in 

the socio-economic life of our country. The Vietnamese are no longer self-

contained in a purely agricultural economy but has exploded, found and 

affirmed itself in a new economic environment with a diverse array of 

industries. Economic development has improved the living standard of the 

people and enhanced the cultural life, especially giving birth to new demands. 

It is shown in the recovery of many forms of traditional religious beliefs and 
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the emergence of "new religions". And so the spiritual life becomes more 

exciting than before, religious rituals are made more sophisticated, more 

thoughtful according to the concept of "ceremonies come from the wealth ", 

many worship sites have been restored, embellished and constructed. 

4.2.  Trend of movement and changes of Ly Nam De worship  

4.2.1. For cultural subjects and needs 

4.2.1.1.The number of participants, residents type and occupation 

transformation 

It can be said that cultural subject is not a constant function but changable 

over time. At present, the population living in the village worshiping Ly Nam 

De are more and more diverse, and more complex. And there are many 

changes due to the difference of polulation constituents. 

 The industry has changed gradually from agriculture to non-

agriculture, developing industries and services, with the diversification into 

different occupational  groups. 

4.2.1.2. Community „s awareness and belief on Ly Nam De  

.In the cultural life of Northern Delta residents, Ly Nam De has always 

been a national hero who is admired and worshipped  for his great 

contribution to the nation community. In addition, Ly Nam De is always the 

deity who satisfies their spiritual needs before the changes of social life. 

This influence will continue in the new cultural subjects in the future.  

4.2.1.3. Cultural need 

In today's life and in the future people need more, place more hopes in 

their gods wishes for real life. The prayers of blessedness, of good wishes, 

of peace, are quite common and have become an important move of current 

religious activity in the context of a multi-stakeholder economy. Ly Nam 

De becomes a multi-tasking god who helps people fulfill wishes for wealth, 

prosperity, career... 

4.2.1.4.Adjusting behaviours, asserting qualities and perfecting oneself  

The norm, tabernacle in the worship of Ly Nam De contribute to 

adjust the behavior, affirm the quality and competency of individuals before 
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the community. However, today these taboos are no longer being taken 

seriously and have been somewhat loosened. 

4.2.2. For cultural activities 

4.2.2.1. Traditional creative activities 

On the basis of increasing living standards, the space of worship is 

expanded, embellished, the scale of the rituals is expanded, reflected in the 

number of participants as well as the cost of each ritual, the import of new 

rituals, creativity in the organizational structure of the festival management 

and administration. 

4.2.2.2. Cultural enjoyment activities  

 The demand for cultural enjoyment has been increasing but today the 

demand is not simply the enjoyment but accompanied with the demand. 

One thing that can be easily seen today is the impac of the market economy, 

many people come to the festival with the "realistic" mentality, the 

commercialization of money has begun to slip into the sacred activities of 

the worship of the holy. 

4.2.2.3. Cultural preservation activities  

 At present, in the villages worshiping Ly Nam De, activities of 

preserving and promoting cultural values are still paid attention by the 

community. In the future conservation activities will be maintained and 

implemented, but will be exposed to more difficulties. 

4.2.2.4. Educational and cultural dissemination activities  

 This work has been carried out in various forms in different 

localities. However, this activity has not been implemented systematically 

and methodically. Therefore, it is not really effective and  has not attracted 

many concerned people and sometimes are just seasonal activities on  

individual basis. In the future, this activity will be better and more effective 

thanks to the development of the mass media 

4.2.2.5. Community exchanges and engagement activities 

This activity will be sustained and developed strongly not only in the 

present but also in the future especially when the material condition 

stabilizes, people have better conditions to take care of their spiritual life. 
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4.2.3. For cultural products 

4.2.3.1. Tangible cultural products 

In the new contex, relics of Ly Nam De are increasingly being 

renovated, improved, expanded and added new architectural items; there are 

more statues of worship with diversed materials. In  Ly Nam De‟s shrines, 

there are many modern altars and rich offerings. These tendencies will grow 

stronger as the living conditions and people „s faith in the sacred improve. 

4.3.2.2. Intangible cultural products 

Ly Nam De worship religious activities are now mostly inherited from 

traditional rituals, adhering to certain regulations but with creativity, 

rearrangement and addition of new cultural elements. They are also 

compatible with contemporary life, reducing the unnecessary, backward 

elements while preserving ancient traditional elements. 

4.3. Ly Nam De worship in relation to national heroes worship 

belief of Northern Delta residents 

4.3.1. Similarities: Ly Nam De and the heroic heroic heroic 

Vietnamese people are all historical figures who had great contributions to 

the country. They are also mythified to become gods and sacred.  People by 

generations have worshipped them through the establishment of worship 

sites, performanc of worship rituals, together with their deep admiration and 

gratitude. 

4.3.2. The difference: The worships of Ly Nam De and some 

historical figures such as Hai Ba Trung, Tran Hung Dao ... have many 

differences in terms of legends / myths, relics distribution, number of 

worshiping places, types of worhip sites; festivals and customs of worship 

as well as the level of influence in cultural life ... 

4.4. Ly Nam De worship in the  current setting – arised problems 

Firstly, the problem of cultue subject 

Secondly, the problem of identifying, perserving, conserving and 

developing tangible and intangible cultural heritages.  
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Thirdly, the relationship between the State, local authority and community 

in the preservation and development of Ly Nam De worship belief. 

Summary 

 In chapter 4, the thesis has focused on the tendency of movement and 

transformation of Ly Nam De worship in the context of contemporary 

Vietnamese society and in the future through the elements of cultural life. It 

can be seen that the meaning and spiritual value of the worship of Ly Nam 

De will still exist in the cultural life of the inhabitants of the delta. 

However, like many other cultural phenomena, the worship of Ly Nam De 

is not a constant phenomenon, but it is constantly moving and transforming 

along with the changes of social and environmental life. It is associated 

with cultural subjects. The activities of Ly Nam De worship will become 

more diversified and diversified, promoting socialization, raising the sense 

of democracy, supplementing, adjusting and introducing new cultural 

elements. The change in cultural subjects and cultural activities has led to 

many changes of cultural products on both the material and spiritual level 

with the inheritance, the reduction, the addition of many new cultural 

elements to fit into contemporary social life. 

 On the basis of comparing the similarity and difference in Ly Nam 

De worship with some other historical figures‟, the thesis explains the 

socio-cultural basis of the history of the existence, formation and 

development of the worship of Ly Nam De in particular and the worship of 

national heroes in general.  

  The worship of Ly Nam De in the present life poses a number of 

problems in raising the awareness of Northern Delta delta community - the 

subject of culture, in identifying, preserving and developing traditional 

cultural elements intertwined with the new cultural elements; in the 

relationship between the community and the state, local authorities in the 

process of preserving and promoting cultural values of Ly Nam De worship 

in the present and in the coming time. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

1. With practical research findings, from literature and documents such 

as legends, myths, literature carved on stones, parallel sentences, materialistic 

traces of worshiping to worshiping practices, there is a phenomenon – Ly 

Nam De worship belief in cultural life of Northern Delta residents 

2. Ly Nam De has been respected and worshipped by many communes 

and villages, Ly Nam De worship belief plays a certain role in cultural life of 

people in the Northern Delta: meeting the spiritual need; promoting cultural 

activities, forming tangible and intangible cultural products. Ly Nam De 

worshiping in the past and in the present has continued the tradition of 

remembering the source when drinking water of the Vietnamese, heading to 

the roots and bonding the community. 

3. Ly Nam De and other national heroes worship belief is existing in 

Vietnam‟s contemporary era, it definitely will be preserved and developed 

strongly in the future because the sense heading to the source, the patriotic 

tradition    have always been a good custom of the Vietnamese. However, the 

modern life with significant changes  has had both positive and negative 

impacts on Ly Nam De worshipping. This on one hand shows people‟s 

flexibility and adaptability in life, on the other hand poses some issues. This 

is why the raising of people‟s awareness, the promotion of the community‟s 

roles combined with close management of the government, authority in the 

preservation and conservation of traditional cultural values is of good 

meaning and necessity  
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